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Serge Mikhailov, November 7, 1970 Russia, Krasnodar.

Higher technical education. Programming experience 29 years. Creates

complex systems on VUE + PHP.

Searches for remote work of high complexity (full time, part time, project

work).

1.500USD

Serge Mikhailov

serge.mikhailov@gmail.com

+7 918 125 53 51 UTC+3

Last VUE & PHP projects

The system of teaching English using video lessons
https://makeself.ru/roz/ - The customer set the task to develop SPA,  Android and IOS application. Was 

used  the VUE + QUASAR +CORDOVA. The customer lives in Israel. Communication goes through 

WhatsUP

Technologies:

VUE, VUEX, vue-resource, vue-youtube-iframe-api, PHP, MySQL

Project Features:

Work with YouTube videos has been implemented - positioning at the right time interval. Editors

were written. It is required to collect data on student activity.

Backend (API) is written in PHP using MYSQL. A system of automatic user registration through 

social networks was used.

file:///home/mp3cut/123apps/sites/pdf/public/uploads/serge.mikhailov@gmail.com
https://makeself.ru/roz/


Teaching children to read online
https://poskladam.ru/18/ - Full implementation of the project at the request of the customer. Work 

included frontend, backend, and the preparation of training materials.

Technologies:

VUE, VUEX, VUE-resource, Quasar + Cordova, PHP,  MySQL

Project details:

It was necessary to create a database of letter combinations of consonants and vowels, voice 

words, find a catalog of words for preschoolers. From the obtained SPA it was required to make 

an Android application with a minimum of costs. For this purpose, the QUASAR - CORDOVA 

framework was used.

Backend is written by me in PHP, data is stored using MYSQL. PHP was written API for providing 

access to lessons, user registration through social networks.

Mobile version:

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ru.dadon.sklad_rus

City Guide (VUE +QUASAR +CORDOVA)
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ru.psekups.first - the application was implemented 

according to my own ideas about a guide to the city where I live.

Technologies:

VUE, VUEX, VUE-resource, Quasar + Cordova, vue-youtube-iframe-api, PHP, MySQL

Project details:

• Parse the XML file of Yandex.ru real estate. This task was done by a PHP handler that filtered 

data and generated JSON

• Parse the issuance of the Youtube.com channel and generate data for the presentation

• Form a simple bulletin board.

 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ru.psekups.first
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ru.dadon.sklad_rus
https://poskladam.ru/18/


Simulator for memorizing Chinese characters

http://poqitaikitai.ru/china/18/ A training designer has been created, using which it would be possible 

to create new training blocks. The project started with JQUERY and JS, but new components are added 

on VUE. One of the requirements of the customer is to make a mobile application, so VUE + QUASAR + 

CORDOVA technologies were chosen. The backend is written in PHP. Work with the customer is carried 

out through facebook messanger and through SKYPE when necessary.

http://poqitaikitai.ru/china/ - JQUERY, PHP, MYSQL

http://poqitaikitai.ru/china/
http://poqitaikitai.ru/china/18/


Android Applications on VUE & QUASAR & CORDOVA

When there are no orders, I design my applications on VUE

https://play.google.com/store/apps/developer?id=Dadon

Additionally
English:

Reading, writing, spoken language - technical English

29 years of programming experience:

Participated in projects for automation of accounting software, creating games, online training 

projects.

Leadership experience:

He led the implementation programmer company in 5 people. Interacted with customers on.

Have experience in teaching activities.

Technologies:

VUE, PHP, MySQL, JS, XML, JSON, Laravel, node.JS, ESLint, Babel, Git

If you are looking for a programmer in the office, then please to consider this candidacy of a remote 

employee. Sergey is always in touch. It does not require vacation pay. You will not spend money on 

placing a table in the office. If necessary, it will work on Saturdays. Sergey is punctual and answers 

questions within 24 hours.

Serge Mikhailov

Frontend VUE programmer & PHP

https://play.google.com/store/apps/developer?id=Dadon


serge.mikhailov@gmail.com

+7 918 125 53 51 UTC+3
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